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BEER CITY SKATEBOARDS AND RECORDS is proud to announce;
Black Friday/November 28th 2014 it will reissue (a fully restored and remastered
Millennium Edition) of (punk/hardcore/thrash icons) M.D.C.’s first iconic full length
Millions of Dead Cops which originally was released in 1982! It will be released on
vinyl as well a 45 track CD which includes bonus material from hardcore/punk’s formative years of
1981-1984. This includes M.D.C. first three 7”s , a live never before released set from 1983 at the
legendary C.B.G.B.’s ; as well as some never before heard unreleased studio tracks!
As with all BEER CITY reissues the cd will contain a 16 page booklet with pictures, lyrics and liner notes.
Also being reissued this very same day are two classic M.D.C. 7”s ; Multi Death Corporations and
Millions of Dead Children/Chicken Squawk. Both have been out of print since their original release dates
in 1983 and 1984 and are highly sought after. Each 7” will contain the original extensive fold out poster
packaging and be limited to 2000 of each title on two colors of vinyl.
These release’s will be exclusively distributed throughout the world by
‘Independent Label Distribution’ and its partners.

About M.D.C.
Since 1980 M.D.C. has been a musical and political organization always striving to make intelligent, powerful, political
statements that scream loudly against political insanity and social malignancy, addressing oppression and the human
condition. M.D.C. undoubtedly influenced many bands of today, evident in many modern anti-government and antioppression oriented group. M.D.C. was on the cover of the FIRST issue of Maximum Rock’n’Roll, which also includes
a band interview. They have had major articles in Playboy, Spin, Sounds, and interviews far too numerous to count in
local papers and fanzines across the globe. As an integral part of early American Punk folklore, it is not surprising to
find references to M.D.C. in the annals of punk history and beyond the boundaries of mainstream music culture--their
honorable mention in the alternative duo THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS song “Rhythm Section Want Ad” and the Millions
of Dead Cops album ranking #7 on Kurt Cobain’s all-time favorite list are two interesting examples.
M.D.C. forged strong friendships and allies through their years of touring such as THE DEAD KENNEDY’S ,BAD
BRAINS, Ian McKay of MINOR THREAT, Tim Armstrong and Matt Freeman of RANCID, GREEN DAY, and Dave Grohl.
M.D.C. is active in a number of good causes. They have organized and participated in countless benefits for grassroots
movements, and have continually campaigned with their best efforts in the furtherance of a better world.
As of 2014, M.D.C. has signed with BEER CITY SKATEBOARDS AND RECORDS. Many remastered reissues and
softgoods will be coming out. M.D.C. has also been working on its newest full-length release with about two dozen
new songs to choose from, so the future ahead looks bright for one of the Pioneers of Hardcore Punk Rock.
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